A Yearbook Theme Development Package
Includes scaled down version of
COVER (Front and Back) - sketched image of the school with watercolor background
FRONT ENDSHEETS (sketched paint palette with table of contents)
BACK ENDSHEETS (sketched paint palette with staff photos and colophon explaining theme)
OPENING DIVISION SPREAD, ACADEMICS/PEOPLE DIVISION SPREAD, SPORTS/ORGANIZATIONS
DIVISION SPREAD, CLOSING SPREAD  (All with thematic copy and image with filtered artistic back
ground.
SPREAD MODULES used in different sections to tie in the theme.
Major motifs - sketchy black art pen elements, watercolor backgrounds, Sketchy Times font, thematic phrase.... the place to be....

Thank you to our fellow journalism students: the Pretty in Ink

Thank you to our staff: the Creative Team

Thank you to our adviser: Mrs. Marsha Kalkowski

Thank you to our support staff: Mrs. McKenna Simpson, Graphics

Thank you to our photographer: Kaitlyn Pfannenstiel, Photos

Thank you to our managing editor: Kateri Determan

Thank you to our managing editor: Molly McKillip

Thank you to our copy editors: Mimi Kelly

Thank you to our design team: Ally Hermanek

Without the help of several important people, our yearbook would not have evolved.

Without their support and encouragement, this yearbook would not have come to life.
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MARIAN
the place to be
Marian is the place to be.
• The place to be yourself.
• The place to be involved.
• The place to be inspired.
• The place to be a splash of color in a black and white world.
From your first day of freshman year to the last words of your senior Field Day demo, Marian is the place to form lasting relationships and discover your dreams.

Sports & Organizations
Marian is the place to be involved. From crossing the finish line of your first Cross Country meet to jumping in Lake Cunningham for Polar Plunge in 12 degree weather, girls are able to follow their passions through their extracurricular activities. Through these sports, clubs and organizations, students can develop their talents and minds outside of the classroom.

Girls learn through perseverance and hard work that they can accomplish their goals by using their gifts. Involvement in extracurricular activities creates memories and friendships that will stand the test of time.

“The softball team really is a family. Being involved in something so special gives everyone and our team a place to belong.” — Kellyn Daly [16]

PeoPle & Academics
Marian is the place to be inspired. From counting rubber bands for the freshmen Bungee Barbie math project to singing your class song at Mass, the girls create a deeper bond. Over the four years, students discover that they can rely on one another in not only classrooms to learn with, but sisters to learn from. The members of this sisterhood motivate each other to reach success by sharing ideas and life lessons. Through the inspiration gained from beauty and wisdom, Marian girls acquire wisdom, memories, and a sisterly bond that will last forever.

“Marian is a place to be happy. Coming into Marian, I thought I would experience many new and exciting opportunities. I was right. Marian provided me with new opportunities from which I have grown and developed. Marian is a place of growth, fun, and friendship. I have a place to belong and find my voice.” — Rachel Walet [17]

Strolling Down Memory Lane:
During Walk-A-Thon, students take a pleasant walk on a beautiful “Steptember” day around campus. The student body came together to break previous fundraising records. The money raised for Walk-A-Thon helps ensure that Marian remains a beautiful place to be.

(Mary M. Zaleski, 2017)
SPREAD MODULES used in different sections to tie in the theme. 
Major motifs - sketchy black art pen elements, watercolor backgrounds, Sketchy Times font, thematic phrase... the place to be....

**People Page Modules**

**Freshman Class Officers**

What was your favorite memory of Senior Retreat?

"My favorite experience at retreat was the small group activities. Due to the atmosphere, I got to experience the game, down by the banks, in a unique way with my classmates."  
Madi Golden [16]

"My favorite part of Mission Week was the free lunch because I forgot my own lunch that day."  
Taylor Carter [17]

"I liked the Post-It notes in the hallways because they were very encouraging to see."  
Anna Swoboda [18]

"My favorite part was the free lunch because it helped recognize our core values with the Servites."  
Audrey Ana Otwell [19]

"I liked hearing the different people's opinions about how they express their Marian Identity."  
Madi Golden [16]

Mission Week: the place to be CONNECTED

**Academic Page Module**

"Marian independent research is a really unique class. You can not ask the teachers for the light because they don't know either. They basically become the expert on whatever topic you choose to research."  
Nithali Sridhar [16]

"I liked hearing the different people's opinions about how they express their Marian Identity."  
Madi Golden [16]

"My favorite part of Mission Week was the free lunch because I forgot my own lunch that day."  
Anna Swoboda [18]

"My favorite part was the free lunch because it helped recognize our core values with the Servites."  
Audrey Ana Otwell [19]

"I liked hearing the different people's opinions about how they express their Marian Identity."  
Madi Golden [16]

**the place to be SPIRITED**

Marian High School Theme...